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Dynamics of Cyclic GMP Synthesis in Retinal Rods
exchanger (Yau and Nakatani, 1984; Cervetto et al.,Marie E. Burns,1,3,4 Ana Mendez,2 Jeannie Chen,2
1989). As a result, the intracellular [Ca2] falls. This dropand Denis A. Baylor1
in [Ca2] causes coordinated changes that antagonize1Department of Neurobiology
the response to light. The Ca2 signal is thought to de-Stanford University Medical Center
crease rhodopsin activity (Kawamura and Murakami,Stanford, California 94305
1991), increase the sensitivity of the channel for cGMP2 The Mary D. Allen Laboratory for Vision Research
(Hsu and Molday, 1993), and increase the activity of GCDoheny Eye Institute and
(Lolley and Racz, 1982). To date, the specific quantita-Departments of Ophthalmology and Cell
tive contribution of each Ca2-dependent process to rodand Neurobiology
function has only been inferred (see Koutalos et al.,Keck School of Medicine of the
1995b; Nikonov et al., 2000). We therefore sought toUniversity of Southern California
directly determine how rapidly and powerfully Ca2 feed-Los Angeles, California 90033
back to GC acts in intact rods.3 Center for Neuroscience and
Figure 1 is a diagram of the negative feedback loopDepartment of Psychiatry
that couples the rate of cGMP synthesis to the size of theUniversity of California, Davis
inward membrane current. A change in the intracellularDavis, California 95616
[cGMP] rapidly changes the inward current, and thus,
the intracellular free [Ca2]. The change in [Ca2] is de-
tected by GCAPs, which alter the rate of synthesis ofSummary
cGMP to oppose the initial change in [cGMP]. The
steady-state gain of the feedback loop, gL, is not known.In retinal rods, Ca2 exerts negative feedback control
This parameter is defined as the ratio of the relativeon cGMP synthesis by guanylate cyclase (GC). This
change in the rate of synthesis of cGMP to the relativefeedback loop was disrupted in mouse rods lacking
change in the [cGMP], both changes being small. Theguanylate cyclase activating proteins GCAP1 and
loop gain is perhaps the single most important propertyGCAP2 (GCAPs/). Comparison of the behavior of
of the loop, for it determines how powerfully smallwild-type and GCAPs/ rods allowed us to investigate
changes in [cGMP] are nulled in the steady state. Sincethe role of the feedback loop in normal rod function.
the cooperativity of channel activation (nch) by cGMP isWe have found that regulation of GC is apparently the
3 (Haynes et al., 1986; Zimmerman and Baylor, 1986;only Ca2 feedback loop operating during the single
Ruiz et al., 1999), a small relative change in [cGMP] willphoton response. Analysis of the rods’ light responses
produce a 3-fold larger change in the relative Ca2 influxand cellular dark noise suggests that GC normally re-
in the steady state (see Experimental Procedures). Like-sponds to light-driven changes in [Ca2] rapidly and
wise, if the activation of GCs by GCAPs is linear forhighly cooperatively. Rapid feedback to GC speeds
small changes in [Ca2], the relative change in the ratethe rod’s temporal responsiveness and improves its
of synthesis will be nGC-fold greater than the relativesignal-to-noise ratio by minimizing fluctuations in
change in the [Ca2], where nGC is the cooperativity ofcGMP.
Ca2 regulation of GCs. Therefore, the ratio of the relative
change in the rate of synthesis to the relative changeIntroduction
in the [cGMP] will be the product of the cooperativities,
nch  nGC (see Experimental Procedures). The dynamicsRetinal rod photoreceptors use cyclic GMP (cGMP) sig-
of the loop will fix the speed with which the steady-state
naling to transduce incident photons into changes in
attenuation is achieved. Lags in the rate of change of
membrane potential. In rods, cGMP is synthesized by the intracellular [Ca2] as well as lags in the operation
the membrane-bound forms of guanylate cyclase (GC), of the GCAPs themselves should contribute to the loop
GC-1 and GC-2. In the dark, cGMP holds open cGMP- kinetics and define the contributions of the loop to rod
sensitive cation channels in the plasma membrane; function.
these channels provide an inward current that partially To abolish Ca2 feedback to GC, we disrupted GCAP1
depolarizes the cell. Upon absorbing a photon, rhodop- and GCAP2 expression in mice using standard trans-
sin activates many copies of the G protein transducin, genic techniques described in Mendez et al. (2001). Us-
which in turn activate cGMP phosphodiesterase (PDE). ing suction electrodes, we then recorded from single
Hydrolysis of cGMP by PDE reduces the cGMP concen- intact rods from wild-type (/) or GCAPs/ rods. Com-
tration ([cGMP]) in the outer segment, allowing cGMP- parison of responses in which the phototransduction
gated channels to close. This reduces the inward current cascade operated with the feedback loop closed (/)
and allows the rod to hyperpolarize until GC restores or opened (/) allowed us to estimate the loop gain
the original cGMP concentration. (gL) and kinetics, as well as the maximal light-induced
During the response to light, the influx of Ca2 into increase in GC activity. The GCAPs/ rods also allowed
the outer segment declines, while Ca2 continues to be us to measure the rate of thermal isomerization of mouse
extruded from the outer segment by a Na/Ca2, K rhodopsin and to assess the contributions of other Ca2-
dependent mechanisms to the form of the single photon
response and to light adaptation.4 Correspondence: meburns@ucdavis.edu
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arisen from an unexpected increase in light-triggered
PDE activity in the GCAPs/ rods. Using the rising phase
analysis of Pugh and Lamb (1993), we calculated the
time course of the light-triggered PDE activity in
GCAPs/ and wild-type rods (see Experimental Proce-
dures). At all flash strengths examined, the rate of rise
of the light-evoked PDE activity at early times was the
same in GCAPs/ and control rods (Figure 2B). Thus,
there was no evidence for changes in the expression
levels or catalytic activities of the proteins that generate
the response. We infer that the differences between
GCAPs/ and wild-type responses arise solely from
opening the feedback loop that normally controls GC
activity.
To assess how rapidly the feedback loop responds
Figure 1. The Negative Feedback Loop that Regulates [cGMP] in to changes in [cGMP], we examined the mean single
Rod Cells
photon responses on an expanded time scale (Figure
Evidence for this scheme comes from previous work in many labs.
2C). The GCAPs/ response diverged from the wild-A change in the [cGMP] changes the number of open channels and
type response on the rising phase, indicating that thethe size of the inward current, part of which consists of Ca2 influx.
feedback loop responds rapidly to changes in [cGMP].The alteration in Ca2 influx changes the internal [Ca2], which in turn
changes the rate of cGMP synthesis in the direction that opposes To estimate the entire time course of GC activation, we
the initial change. For a given steady-state change in the cGMP calculated the cyclase activity () as a function of time
concentration, there is a gL-fold larger change in the relative rate of after the flash from the mean single photon responses
cGMP synthesis. The loop gain, gL, is given by gL  nch  nGC, where (see Experimental Procedures). This calculation con-
nch is the Hill coefficient for channel activation by cGMP and nGC is
verts inward current to [cGMP](t), assuming a value ofthe Hill coefficient for the dependence of guanylate cyclase activity
3 for the Hill coefficient for the channel activation byon [Ca2]. Deletion of GCAPs expression opens the feedback loop
(GCAPs/). The strategy in our experiments was to compare the cGMP, and assuming that the dark GC activity is the
behavior of normal cells with that of cells in which the loop was same in wild-type and GCAPs/ rods. The derived time
opened. course of  after a flash is superimposed upon the mean
wild-type single photon response in Figure 2D. After a
lag of about 40 ms, GC activity rose at a rate similar toResults
that of the flash response, reaching a maximum 150 ms
after the flash. The peak of the GC activity was followedCa2 Regulation of GC Activity in Darkness
by a rapid restoration of the membrane current, presum-and during the Single Photon Response
ably the result of cGMP injected by the sudden rise inTo study Ca2 feedback to GC, we recorded the mem-
GC activity. Following the initial restoration of the inward
brane current of single mouse rods in which the feed-
current, the cyclase activity underwent a rapid decline
back loop was operating normally (/) or was opened
followed by an undershoot during which the GC activity
by disruption of the expression of GCAP1 and GCAP2
was less than the dark value. Presumably the decline
using gene-targeting techniques (GCAPs/). In a previ- and undershoot reflect rapid inhibition of GC activity by
ous study, we found that loss of GCAPs expression the sudden increase in [Ca2] that accompanied the
abolished Ca2 regulation of GC activity but had little restoration of the inward current. The derived time
effect on the expression of other genes or retinal mor- course of GC activity suggests that Ca2 initially acti-
phology (Mendez et al., 2001). The mean dark currents of vates and then inhibits GC during the flash response.
wild-type and GCAPs/ rods were also not significantly To quantitatively assess the steady-state gain of the
different (as reported in Mendez et al., 2001; 12.3  0.5, feedback loop, gL, we compared the time integrals of
n  28 wild-type cells; 13.3  0.8 pA, n  42 GCAPs/ the mean single photon responses of wild-type and
cells). Assuming that cGMP-gated channels are present GCAPs/ rods. The time integral of the linear flash re-
at similar density in / and / rods, the latter result sponse is proportional to the amplitude of the steady-
suggests that the Ca2 feedback loop to GC does not state response to a step of light (Baylor and Hodgkin,
set the dark [cGMP]. Thus, the GCAPs/ rods provide a 1973), and the ratio of the time integrals of the mean
useful system for examining the function of the feedback single photon responses in the / and wild-type rods
loop in intact rods under physiological conditions. thus should equal the ratio L of the steady-state re-
As demonstrated previously (Mendez et al., 2001), the sponses to a dim step of light with the loop open and
single photon response of GCAPs/ rods rose for a closed. For small responses that cause linear perturba-
longer time after the flash, reached a 4-fold larger ampli- tions in the loop, it can be shown that L  1  gL. The
tude, and recovered more slowly (Figure 2A). This differ- mean time integral (in pA s) of the GCAPs/ responses
ence could not be attributed to decreased Ca2buffering was 12-fold larger than that of wild-type responses
in GCAPs/ rods since the rate of decline of free intracel- (0.12  0.01, n  25 wild-type cells; 1.4  0.2, n  41
lular [Ca2] was little affected by the loss of GCAPs GCAPs/ cells). This gives a value for L of 12, and a
expression (Table 1) and since BAPTA loading had no value for gL of 11. Thus, in the steady state, the small
effect on the kinetics of the dim flash responses in drop in [cGMP] resulting from the response to dim light
GCAPs/ rods (see below). We tested whether the dif- would cause an 11-fold increase in the rate of synthesis
of cGMP. Since gL  11, gL  nch  nGC, and nch  3, theference in the single photon responses might have
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Figure 2. Effect of GCAPs Deletion on Light-Evoked Responses
(A) Population mean single photon responses from wild-type rods (WT, n  20) and GCAPs/ rods (n  31). Mean dark currents (in pA) were
12.1 (wild-type) and 12.8 (GCAPs/).
(B) Rate of change of light-activated PDE activity as a function of flash strength for five control rods (filled symbols) and five GCAPs/ rods
(open symbols).
(C) Mean single photon responses from (A), shown on an expanded time scale. Mean wild-type response is shown in filled symbols and mean
GCAPs/ response in open symbols. Error bars indicate SEM.
(D) Comparison of the calculated time course of normalized GC activity (/D, dashed line) and the wild-type single photon response of (A)
(solid line).
apparent Hill coefficient for the Ca2 dependence of photon response is not in fact a small relative change.
To explore this possibility, we examined the effect ofGC’s regulation (nGC) is 3.7.
As a second measure of gL, we compared the steady- the feedback loop on the much smaller, spontaneous
changes in cGMP concentration that occur in the darkstate responses of / and wild-type rods to steps of
light. The intensity at which the GCAPs/ step response (see below).
was half-maximal was 13-fold dimmer than the corre-
sponding intensity for wild-type rods (see Figure 7B), Effect of GCAPs Deletion on Rod Dark Noise
corresponding to a loop gain (gL) of 12, and thus a value
of 4 for nGC. This value, as well as that of 3.7 obtained Since the feedback loop that controls GC activity acts
to oppose changes in [cGMP], one would expect it toabove, is larger than that expected from biochemical
studies of the Ca2 dependence of guanylate cyclase reduce the rod’s dark noise, the low-frequency compo-
nents of which arise from fluctuations in the concentra-activity (see Discussion).
The values of gL derived above would only hold if there tion of cGMP (Rieke and Baylor, 1996). These fluctua-
tions are generated by two principal sources: (a) thermalare small, linear perturbations in [cGMP] and [Ca2].
Thus, the larger than expected Hill coefficient might activation of rhodopsin (Baylor et al., 1980) and (b) ther-
mal activation of PDE (Rieke and Baylor, 1996). To as-have arisen if the fall in [cGMP] induced by the single
Table 1. Kinetic Parameters of Wild-Type and GCAPs/ Rods with and without BAPTA
Dim Flash Dim Flash
exch
a (ms) Time to Peak (ms) Integration Time (ms) n
Wild-type 85  10 101  4 216  20 14
Wild-type  BAPTA 374  68 193  16 ND 9
GCAPs/ 79  12 309  15 590  32 16
GCAPs/  BAPTA 239  37 340  17 580  25 15
a Time constant of the decline in the exchange current, measured following a bright flash that held the cell in saturation for at least 1 s.
Mean  SEM.
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Figure 4. Test for Linearity of the Ca2 Regulation of GC
(A) Theoretical functions (solid lines) were fitted to the population
mean single photon responses (dots) from four GCAPs/ rods (mean
dark current, 14.0 pA) and five control rods (mean dark current,
12.9 pA) from which dark noise was also collected. Using Fourier
deconvolution, the fitted functions were used to generate the im-
pulse response of the theoretical linear filter (inset).
(B) Mean power spectra for the four GCAPs/ rods (filled circles)
and five control rods (open circles) from (A). In the frequency domain,
the mean GCAPs/ spectrum was multiplied by the spectrum of
the impulse response of the theoretical filter to predict the wild-
type spectrum. The predicted spectrum (triangles) was comparable
to the mean / spectrum, suggesting that the Ca2 regulation of
Figure 3. Increased Cellular Dark Noise in GCAPs/ Rods GC operates linearly on the single photon responses in normal
Representative currents collected in darkness and in saturating light mouse rods.
from a (A) wild-type (WT) rod and (B) GCAPs/ rod. The seal resist-
ances were 11.6 and 16.1 M	 and the dark currents were 12.9 and
17.8 pA, respectively. Constant bright light (500 nm) was presented except for a small 1/f elevation at very low frequencyat t  267.1 s (A) and t  232.9 (B). Asterisks denote discrete noise
(data not shown). In each case the amplitude of the flatevents (see text).
portion agreed well with the prediction of the Nyquist
equation (see Experimental Procedures) for the Johnson
noise in the measured leakage resistance between thesess the loop’s effect on the dark noise, we analyzed
the membrane current of wild-type and GCAPs/ rods outer segment and the tip of the suction electrode. In
both types of cells, most of the cellular dark noise wasin darkness and in the presence of saturating light (Fig-
ure 3). When all of the channels were closed by saturat- present at low frequencies (Figure 4B). The variance of
the dark noise, calculated as the variance in darknessing light, the remaining current noise was instrumental.
The recordings from the control rod (Figure 3A) revealed minus that in saturating light within the band 0.2–20 Hz
was 0.166  0.025 pA2 (n  6 cells) in GCAPs/ rodsonly marginally larger fluctuations in darkness than in
saturating light. The recordings from the GCAPs/ rod and 0.0042  0.0012 pA2 (n  5 cells) in wild-type rods.
The 40-fold greater dark noise variance in GCAPs/(Figure 3B) displayed larger fluctuations in darkness
than in saturating light, indicating a considerable rods and the form of the spectra indicate that the feed-
back loop in wild-type rods strongly reduced spontane-amount of cellular dark noise.
To quantify the loop’s effect on the dark noise, we ous fluctuations in [cGMP] that occurred in darkness.
The local cGMP fluctuations occurring in the dark arecalculated the power spectrum of the noise and the
noise variance. For each cell analyzed, spectra were effectively very small because most of the dark noise
results from spontaneous PDE activation (Rieke anddetermined in darkness and in saturating light, and on
the assumption that the cell noise and instrumental Baylor, 1996; see later results). Therefore, the feedback
loop should operate on the dark noise fluctuations lin-noise are independent and additive, we found the spec-
trum of the cell noise as the difference spectrum (dark- early. The local changes in cGMP during the single pho-
ton response will be larger, however, and it is not clearlight). The spectra in saturating light were flat (white)
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a priori whether the loop will operate on them linearly number of discrete events that would have occurred in
each of the 5 s sweeps of record used to determineor not. To test this point, we attempted to use the loop’s
effect on the single photon response to predict its effect the spectrum. The total variance of the discrete events
across this bandwidth was only 17% (0.0280 pA2 ) of theon the dark noise, assuming that both the single photon
response and the shot effect of PDE noise perturb the total cellular dark noise variance (0.135 pA2 ); therefore,
about 80% of the cellular dark noise variance in mouseloop linearly. After fitting the mean GCAPs/ and /
single photon responses with theoretical functions (Fig- rods can be attributed to continuous noise, most of
which results from the spontaneous activation of PDEure 4A), we calculated the impulse response of the theo-
retical filter which, convolved with the GCAPs/ re- (Rieke and Baylor, 1996). Thus, in mouse rods, like ma-
caque rods (Baylor, Nunn and Schnapf, 1984), the totalsponse, would generate the wild-type response (see
Experimental Procedures). This filter is an electrical rep- noise variance is dominated by the continuous com-
ponent.resentation of the dynamics of the loop; it partially differ-
entiates the GCAPs/ response into the smaller, briefer
wild-type response. The impulse response of the filter cGMP Resynthesis Limits the Recovery of Dim
is shown in the inset to Figure 4A. The modeling makes Flash Responses in GCAPs/ Rods
no assumption about the internal mechanism of the fil- In wild-type rods, the final falling phase of the dim flash
ter, but only that the filter operates linearly on changes response recovers along an approximately exponential
in membrane current produced by either spontaneous time course, with a time constant (dim) of about 0.2 s
activation of the cascade or the absorption of a single (Chen et al., 2000). This is similar to the time constant
photon. (sat  0.2) (Lyubarsky and Pugh, 1996; Chen et al., 2000)
To calculate the filter’s effect on the dark noise, we determined by the slope of the relation between the time
determined the power spectrum of the filter’s impulse that bright flash responses remain in saturation and the
response and multiplied this by the mean power spec- log of the flash strengths (Pepperberg et al., 1992). This
trum of the GCAPs/ cellular dark noise. Because of slope reflects the time constant of the “dominant” or
the limited resolution and the presence of noise, we rate-limiting step in turning off the saturated responses,
expected that the theory could give only general agree- assuming that the responses remain in saturation for
ment for the overall magnitude of the noise, rather than sufficient time to allow [Ca2] to fall to a minimum and
its temporal characteristics. Indeed, the predicted spec- that responses recover along a common, translatable
trum of the filtered noise (triangles, Figure 4B) was simi- time course (Lyubarsky et al., 1996; Nikonov et al., 1998).
lar to the observed dark noise spectrum of normal rods The similarity of the time constants dim and sat in wild-
in the band 0.2–5 Hz. This analysis suggests that the type mouse rods has suggested that the same process
feedback loop operates approximately linearly on the rate-limits recovery from both dim and bright flashes
single photon response. (Chen et al., 2000; this study). It is interesting to note
that in GCAPs/ rods, the dim of dim flash responses
(0.313 0.018 s, n  40 GCAPs/ cells) was about 60%Thermal Activation of Rhodopsin
longer than those of wild-type rods (0.188  0.013 s,in GCAPs/ Rods
n  26 cells), yet the sat values were not significantlyIn a normal mouse rod, the discrete noise events that
different (0.226 0.014 s, n 24 wild-type cells; 0.243arise from thermal activation of rhodopsin (Baylor et al.,
0.020 s; n  19 GCAPs/ cells; two-tailed t test, p 1980) are difficult to discern because of their small size.
0.46; Figure 5A, straight lines). This confirms that Ca2For this reason, the rate of occurrence of thermal activa-
feedback to GC does not affect the rate-limiting step intion of rhodopsin has not previously been measured
deactivation per se (Lyubarsky et al., 1996; Nikonov etin mouse rods. In GCAPs/ rods, however, the single
al., 1998; Calvert et al., 2002). It also suggests that inphoton response amplitude was nearly five times larger,
wild-type mouse rods, the feedback loop speeds theso that the discrete noise events were easier to resolve
rate of resynthesis of cGMP enough that the final time(Figure 3B, asterisks). In GCAPs/ rods, the rate of oc-
constant of recovery of the dim flash response is mainlycurrence of discrete noise events was 0.012  0.003 s1
determined by the rate-limiting step of deactivation.(mean  SD) at 36
C, based on a total of 16 events
counted in 6 rods. In monkey rods, the mean rate of
thermal activation is also about 0.01 s1 (Baylor et al., Estimation of the Maximal Stimulation of Cyclase
Activity by GCAPs in Normal Mouse Rods1984). Because a mouse rod contains about 6-fold fewer
pigment molecules (see Experimental Procedures), how- During a saturating flash response in a wild-type rod,
the rate of synthesis of cGMP rises to its maximal valueever, one would expect a 6-fold lower rate of occurrence
if the two rhodopsins have the same stability. The results (max) because Ca2 falls to a minimum. The time at which
a bright flash response comes out of saturation is deter-suggest that mouse rhodopsin may be less stable than
macaque rhodopsin. mined by the time required to restore the [cGMP], which
is governed by the light-activated PDE activity and max.To determine what fraction of the total dark noise
variance arises from discrete events, we compared the In a GCAPs/ rod, however, the rate of synthesis of
cGMP is fixed at the wild-type rod’s dark rate (dark), andtotal cellular dark noise variance (0.2–10 Hz) with that
attributable to the shot effects identical to the mean the time required for the saturated response to begin
to recover is thus longer. Given that the light-activatedGCAPs/ single photon response. We obtained the vari-
ance attributable to photon-like dark events by integrat- PDE activity was the same in GCAPs/ and wild-type
rods (Figure 2B), and assuming wild-type and GCAPs/ing the power spectrum of the single photon response
over frequency and multiplying it by 0.06, the mean rods have channels with comparable sensitivities for
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of hydrolysis by PDE (  G, where G is the [cGMP]). In
a wild-type rod that comes out of saturation at time t1,
max  oet1/satG,
and in a GCAPs/ rod that comes out of saturation at
time t2,
dark  oet2/satG,
Assuming that G  G, sat  sat, and o  o,
max
dark

et1/sat
et2/sat
 et2t1/sat
 et/sat.
For the range of flash strengths over which the PDE
decay time constant was invariant (50–3000 photons/
m2 ), the average value of t was 0.5 s (Figure 5A). This
corresponds to a 12-fold relative maximal activation of
GC by GCAPs in mouse rods, very similar to the 11-fold
value obtained above.
Do Other Ca2-Dependent Mechanisms Shape
Figure 5. Loss of GCAPs Expression Has No Effect on the Dominant
the Dark-Adapted Single Photon Response?Time Constant of Recovery
Ca2 is thought to regulate not only GC, but also rhodop-(A) Saturation times for responses of wild-type and GCAPs-deficient
sin deactivation and the channel’s sensitivity to cGMP.rods as a function of the natural log of the flash strength in photons/
It has been proposed that Ca2 feedback to rhodopsinm2. Data are the pooled results from 8 wild-type and 12 GCAPs/
rods. The slopes of the lines fitted to the cumulative data, which deactivation might help to confer reproducibility on an
reflect the mean dominant time constant of recovery, are 0.192 s otherwise noisy, stochastic deactivation (Whitlock and
(wild-type) and 0.197 s (GCAPs/). Lamb, 1999). However, it has not been shown whether
(B). Same plot as in (A), but with the GCAPs/ results shifted 2.43
Ca2 dynamically regulates rhodopsin activity during theln units to the right, reflecting an 11-fold reduction in GC activity
dark-adapted single photon response.(see text). Error bars indicate SD.
To test whether other Ca2-dependent feedback
mechanisms shape the dark-adapted flash response,
cGMP, the different saturation times for GCAPs/ and we loaded GCAPs/ rods with the cell-permeant Ca2
wild-type bright flash responses can be used to estimate buffer BAPTA-AM. BAPTA increases the buffering ca-
the maximal stimulation of GC activity in wild-type rods. pacity of the rod and therefore slows the rate at which
Translating the GCAPs/ relation in Figure 5A to the the free [Ca2] concentration changes during the light
right by 2.43 ln units brought the GCAPs/ and wild-type response. Loading wild-type mouse rods with BAPTA-
relations into coincidence, indicating that the saturation AM slowed the time course and increased the amplitude
time of a GCAPs/ response was equivalent to that of of the dim flash response (Figure 6A), as has been ob-
a wild-type rod’s response to an e2.43 or 11-fold brighter served in many other studies (e.g., Torre et al., 1986).
flash (Figure 5B). Since the light-activated PDE activity In contrast, BAPTA-AM had no effect on the amplitude
for a given flash strength was the same in wild-type and or time course of the dim flash response in GCAPs/
GCAPs/ rods (Figure 2B), the 11-fold difference in the rods (Figure 6B; Table 1). To confirm that BAPTA had
equivalent flash strengths reflects an 11-fold reduction indeed been incorporated, we measured the time con-
in the rate of synthesis of cGMP in GCAPs/ rods. This stant of the Na/Ca2, K exchanger in wild-type and
gives the maximal activation of GC in wild-type rods GCAPs/ rods. The Na/Ca2, K exchanger is electro-
(max//dark) as 11-fold. genic and generates a small inward current as it extrudes
We also estimated the maximal activation of GC by Ca2 from the cytoplasm. The rate of decline of the
comparing the absolute times that responses from wild- inward current is directly proportional to the rate of de-
type and GCAPs/ rods remained in saturation at a cline of the free intracellular [Ca2]. When the intracellu-
particular flash strength. Assuming the light-evoked lar Ca2 is strongly buffered, the exchange current and
PDE activity () undergoes first-order exponential de- the free intracellular [Ca2] decline more slowly. Indeed,
cay, the PDE activity at late times after the flash can be BAPTA slowed the rate of Ca2 extrusion in GCAPs/
approximated by rods about 3-fold on average but failed to produce a
change in the dim flash responses of the same cells
(t)  oet/sat, (Table 1). There was thus no evidence that other Ca2-
dependent mechanisms shape the dim flash responsewhere o is the maximal PDE activity activated by the
flash. In the instant just before the response begins to in GCAPs/ rods. The other presumed targets for regu-
lation by Ca2 (modulation of rhodopsin activity andrecover, the rate of synthesis of cGMP will equal the rate
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nisms of adaptation recently identified in bullfrog rods
(Calvert et al., 2002) may also be involved.
The time for which a bright flash response remains in
saturation decreases in the presence of strong back-
ground light as a result of the accompanying fall in intra-
cellular [Ca2] (Fain et al., 1989). Because this shortening
cannot be attributed to Ca2-dependent feedback to
GC, it has been attributed to a Ca2-dependent reduc-
tion in the time course of light-triggered PDE activity
(Matthews, 1995) via the action of recoverin (Dodd,
1998). Indeed, the time in saturation did shorten in
GCAPs/ rods (Figure 7C), confirming that this adapta-
tion mechanism does not involve Ca2 feedback to GC.
A background light that turned off at least half of the
dark current decreased the time that GCAPs/ rods
remained in saturation following a bright flash (11 of 11
cells) as well as in wild-type rods (5 of 5 cells).
Discussion
Static and Dynamic Actions of the Feedback
Loop to GC
We have used GCAPs/ rods to quantitatively evaluate
the static and dynamic actions of Ca2 regulation of GCs
in intact photoreceptors. Our results suggest that GC is
both activated and inhibited by GCAPs depending on
the free [Ca2]. However, in darkness, the resting [Ca2]
is such that there is neither a net activation nor inhibition
of GC, for the dark currents of wild-type rods, in which
the loop is closed, and GCAPs/ rods, in which the loop
is open, were very similar (Mendez et al., 2001).
The loop does however exert a strong steady-state
effect in bright background light. We have found that
the maximal light-induced change in cyclase activity
Figure 6. BAPTA Had No Effect on Dim Flash Responses of (max/dark) in wild-type mouse rods is 11–12. PreviousGCAPs/ Rods
estimates for the maximal light-induced change in cy-
Form of the single photon response from representative wild-type clase activity from other preparations, such as intact
(WT) rods (A) and GCAPs/ rods (B) with (bold) and without (thin)
salamander rods (Cornwall and Fain, 1994; Hodgkin andBAPTA. (C) Scatterplot of the time to peak of the linear flash re-
Nunn, 1988) and truncated salamander rods (Koutalossponse and the time constant of the Na/Ca2, K exchange current
in GCAPs/ and control rods, with and without BAPTA. et al., 1995a), as well as in vitro biochemical measure-
ments in bovine (Koch and Stryer, 1988; Dizhoor et al.,
1994; Gorczyca et al., 1995), frog (Calvert et al., 1998),
channel sensitivity) may require larger or longer-lasting and mouse (Tsang et al., 1998; Mendez et al., 2001) rod
changes in [Ca2], such as occur during light adaptation. outer segment membranes have given widely varying
figures (3- to 40-fold). The large magnitude of the Ca2-
dependent cyclase activation that we observed helpsLight Adaptation in GCAPs/ Rods
In normal mouse rods, the response to a bright step of to explain the significant GC-dependent extension of
the light intensities over which a rod can respond (Kou-light displays a slow decline that develops over tens of
seconds before reaching steady state (Figure 7A). This talos et al., 1995b; Mendez et al., 2001) This, in conjunc-
tion with the mean PDE activity, sets the mean cGMPchange causes the relation between response amplitude
and light intensity to progressively shift to the right concentration and inward current upon which incremen-
tal responses are generated. Without the loop’s static(Lamb et al., 1981). A shift of similar magnitude was
observed in wild-type and GCAPs/ rods (Figure 7B), action on GC activity, the steady PDE activity generated
by modest background light would reduce cGMP levelssuggesting that the mechanisms responsible for the
slow component of adaptation operated normally in to near zero, saturating the electrical response and de-
feating signaling of incremental changes in light intensityGCAPs/ rods. Although our experiments do not identify
the mechanisms that underlie this slow component of (Pugh et al., 1999).
In response to small incremental changes in [cGMP],adaptation, the results demonstrate that it does not in-
volve modulation of GCs by GCAP1 or GCAP2. As the such as those that occur during the single photon re-
sponse or during spontaneous noise events in the dark,membrane current typically shows a marked undershoot
when the background light is extinguished (e.g., Figure the loop dynamically opposes changes in [cGMP]. Com-
parison of the responses to dim light with the loop open7A), modulation of the channel’s sensitivity for cGMP
by lowered Ca2 may play a role. Other slower mecha- and closed gave an apparent loop gain, gL of 11 (single
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Figure 7. Two Manifestations of Light Adaptation in Wild-Type and GCAPs/ Rods
(A) Representative current recordings from a wild-type (WT) and a GCAPs/ rod during an adaptation experiment. Asterisks denote saturating
flashes used to determine the amplitude of the dark current in darkness and in the presence of the steady illumination. In these examples,
incremental flashes were delivered on top of the steady illumination, as indicated by the light stimulus monitor (bottom trace). Horizontal bars
indicate the times at which the steady-state response amplitudes were measured.
(B) Responses of control and GCAPs/ rods to steady light. The amplitude of the response to continuous illumination of varying intensities
was measured at 1 s or 60 s after the onset of illumination. The relations were fitted by a saturating exponential function (GCAPs/, top) or
a Michaelis function (GCAPs/, bottom; wild-type top and bottom; exponent values 1.1–1.4). The mean light intensities that yielded half-
maximal responses for the two populations varied by a factor of 13. Notice that both / and / relations shift to the right by an equal
amount over time, illustrating a slow component of light adaptation in both wild-type and GCAPs/ rods.
(C) Background light shortened the time that a bright flash response remained in saturation. A bright flash (1590 photons/m2 ) was delivered
in the absence (thin), presence (bold), and then in the absence (thin) of steady light that turned off at least half of the dark current. Bright
flashes were delivered after the membrane current had stabilized following either the onset or offset of the background light.
photon response) or 12 (dim step response). These val- at high [Ca2] has been previously observed in steady-
state biochemical studies (e.g., Rudnicka-Nawrot et al.,ues are consistent with Hill coefficients of 3 for activation
of the channel by cGMP (Zimmerman and Baylor, 1986; 1998; Dizhoor et al., 1998); our data suggest that such
inhibition might be physiologically relevant.Haynes et al., 1986; Ruiz et al., 1999) and about 4 for
the effect of Ca2 on cyclase activity. Therefore, in spite
of the lack of static regulation by the loop in darkness, Molecular Mechanisms of Ca2 Regulation of GCs
The high functional cooperativity in intact rods indicatesthe loop exerts a powerful action to oppose deviations
from the dark set-point. With the loop closed, there was that GCs/GCAPs are more sensitive to changes in Ca2
than previously thought. Most biochemical measure-also a modest improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio
of the single photon effect (the amplitude of the single ments of Ca2 dependence of GC activity have yielded
a Hill coefficient near 2 (reviewed in Pugh et al., 1997;photon response divided by the standard deviation of
the cellular noise). On average, this improvement was but see Koch and Stryer, 1988). Dimerization of GCs
and GCAPs (Yang and Garbers, 1997; Laura and Hurley,about 40%. Apparently the loop’s primary function in
darkness is to shorten the amplitude and integration 1998; Olshevskaya et al., 1999; Tucker et al., 1999; Yu
et al., 1999) might explain the higher apparent coopera-time of the single photon effect while at the same time
reducing dark noise fluctuations. Our estimation of the tivity in vivo, but this needs to be empirically tested.
Comparison of the rising phases of normal andtime course of GC activation (Figure 2D) suggests that
the feedback loop minimizes fluctuations in [cGMP] not GCAPs/ single photon responses revealed that the
activation of GC activity initially lags behind the flashonly by dynamic activation of GC but also via dynamic
inhibition of GC when the instantaneous free [Ca2] ex- response by about 40 ms. The speed with which the
loop can respond to changes in [cGMP] is somewhatceeds steady-state dark levels. Inhibition of GC activity
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surprising given that the observed time constant of the   maxK1/2
nGC
CnGC
,
decline in Na/Ca2, K exchange current, and thus the
time constant of the decline of the free intracellular and the relative change in  for a small relative change in C is
[Ca2], is about 85 ms in normal mouse rods (see Table approximately
1). This is likely aided by the high cooperativity of GC
activation and suggests that the activation of GC appar- d

 nGC
dC
C
.
ently follows the dynamic change in [Ca2] with little lag.
Since dI/I should be directly proportional to dC/C, this can also be
expressed asOther Ca2-Dependent Feedback Mechanisms
Our studies suggest that the only Ca2-dependent nega- d

 nGCnch
dG
G
.tive feedback during the single photon response is that
which acts on GC activity. This finding strongly con-
Thus, the gain of the feedback loop gL becomesstrains models for the mechanisms underlying the repro-
ducibility of the single photon response by failing to
gL 
d
 
dG
G 
1
 nGCnch.support the existence of a dynamic Ca2 feedback that
controls rhodopsin deactivation. Other Ca2-dependent
processes undoubtedly contribute during brighter
Suction Electrode Recording
flashes and/or during adaptation to steady illumination. Mice for electrophysiological study were housed in 12 hr cyclic light
Indeed, GCAPs/ rods showed several characteristic and dark-adapted overnight prior to an experiment. Retinas were
features of light adaptation, including modulation of removed under infrared light and stored in L-15 medium (GIBCO)
supplemented with 10 mM glucose and 0.1 mg/ml bovine serumflash sensitivity (Mendez et al., 2001), time-dependent
albumin (Sigma) on ice. A small piece of isolated retina was mechani-decreases in the steady-state response to light (Figures
cally chopped in chilled L-15 and placed in a recording chamber.7A and 7B), and the speeding of response kinetics (data
For BAPTA-AM incorporation, a piece of retina was first incubated
not shown). Clearly, Ca2 regulation of GCs is not essen- in electrode-filling solution (see below) containing 100 M BAPTA-
tial for such changes. AM (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) for 10 min at room temperature
with gentle trituration. The BAPTA-loaded piece of retina was then
placed in L-15, mechanically chopped, and placed in the recordingExperimental Procedures
chamber.
The tissue in the recording chamber was perfused with bicarbon-Transgenic Techniques
ate-buffered Locke’s solution: 149 mM NaCl, 3.6 mM KCl, 2.4 mMThe murine genes for GCAP-1 and GCAP-2 were disrupted using
MgCl2, 1.2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 0.02 mM EDTA, 20standard gene targeting techniques as described (Mendez et al.,
mM sodium bicarbonate, 3 mM disodium succinate, 0.5 mM sodium2001). The molecular techniques and biochemical assays confirming
glutamate, 0.1% vitamins and amino acid supplement (GIBCO), andthat GCAPs/ mice lacked GCAPs expression and Ca2-dependent
10 mM glucose, bubbled with 95% 02/5% CO2 and warmed to 34
C–GC activity have been presented elsewhere (Mendez et al., 2001).
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C. The dimensions of the mouse rod outer segments selected
for recording were approximately 12 m long and 1.2 m in diame-Steady-State Gain of the Feedback Loop (gL)
ter. Thus, the volume of a mouse rod outer segment is roughly 6-foldWe assume that in mouse rods, as in rods of other species (Fesenko
smaller than that of a monkey rod outer segment (Baylor et al., 1984)et al., 1985; Yau and Nakatani, 1985; Nakatani and Yau, 1988; Karpen
and thus should contain 6-fold fewer rhodopsin molecules.and Brown, 1996), the channels’ half-saturating [cGMP] is well above
An individual rod outer segment was drawn into a suction elec-the dark [cGMP]. Then the membrane current I is related to the
trode containing 140 mM NaCl, 3.6 mM KCl, 2.4 mM MgCl2, 1.2 mMcGMP concentration G approximately by
CaCl2, 3 mM HEPES, 0.02 mM EDTA, and 10 mM glucose. Single
I  Gnch, cell recordings were done as described (Mendez et al., 2000). Unless
otherwise indicated, the membrane current was low-pass filtered
where  is a constant and nch is the Hill coefficient for channel at 20 Hz with an 8-pole Bessel filter and sampled at 100 Hz using an
activation by cGMP. A small relative change in G will then produce acquisition program written in IgorPro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego,
an nch-fold larger relative change in I, as approximately given by OR) by Fred Rieke (University of Washington, Seattle, WA) or using
NiDAQ for for Windows and IgorPro (National Instruments; Austin,
TX). The light stimulus consisted of brief flashes (10 ms) of 500 nmdI
I
 nch
dG
G
.
light, or steady light at 520 nm. The light intensity was controlled
by calibrated neutral density filters, and the lamp power at 500We also assume that the rate of synthesis  of cGMP by GC varies
and 520 nm was measured after each experiment using a siliconwith the concentration C of free internal Ca2 as described by the
photodiode detector (Graseby Optronics, Orlando, FL). The form ofHill equation:
each rod’s single photon response was estimated by variance-to-
mean squared analysis as described (Mendez et al., 2000). The
 
max
1  (C/K1/2)nGC
, integration time of the dim flash response was determined by divid-
ing the time integral of the mean response by the peak amplitude
(Baylor and Hodgkin, 1973). Wild-type rods were from mice of thewhere max is the maximum rate of synthesis, K1/2 is the [Ca2] that
same outbred genetic strain used in making the GCAPs/, althoughat which the activity is half-maximal, and nGC is the Hill coefficient
in a handful of BAPTA experiments 129SvJ mice (Jackson Labora-for GC activation by Ca2. Experimental estimates for K1/2 have var-
tories, Bar Harbor, ME) were also used and yielded very similaried from 30 to 580 nM, depending on experimental conditions (re-
results. BAPTA had no effect on the dominant time constant ofviewed in Pugh et al., 1997), with most reports clustering near200
recovery (sat) in either wild-type or GCAPs/ rods (data not shown).nM. Experimental measurements for C in the dark have also varied,
with most reports greater than 400 nM (Gray-Keller and Detwiler,
1994; McCarthy et al., 1994; Sampath et al., 1998; Detwiler and Current Noise Measurements
For measuring the cellular dark noise, membrane current was low-Gray-Keller, 2000; Matthews and Fain, 2000; but see Woodruff et
al., 2002 for measurement in mouse rods). pass filtered at 20 Hz and digitized at 200 Hz. Sets of 23–25 sweeps,
each 5 s long, were collected in complete darkness and then inFor concentrations C K1/2, the dependence of  on C is approxi-
mately saturating light. The one-sided power spectrum was calculated for
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each sweep and used to obtain the average over the set; the mean and Yau, 1988; Pugh and Lamb, 1993), thus producing a value of
1.22 M pA1/3 for the constant k. We also assumed a value of 10spectrum in the light was then subtracted from the mean spectrum in
the dark to obtain the spectrum of the cellular dark noise. Difference M s1 for D (Tsang et al., 1998). The form of (t) obtained by this
method was essentially unchanged by the value of k and toleratedspectra were averaged across cells to determine the mean spectrum
for the population (Figure 4B). The total cellular dark noise variance up to 2-fold differences in the dark currents of GCAPs/ and wild-
type rods and values of D up to 25 M s1.was obtained by integrating the difference spectrum over the band-
width 0.2–20 Hz. The current variance 2i expected from Johnson
noise in the electrode leakage resistance was calculated from the Acknowledgments
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